Job Task Analysis
Job Identification: 33-3021.03
Job Title
Job Purpose

What are related job titles?

What are the functions/tasks of the
position?

Importance
Knowledge
High - 1
* Law and Government - 1
Average - 2 * Public Safety and
Low - 3
Security - 1
* Customer and Personal
Service - 2
* English Language -3
* Education and Training
Professional Conduct Regulation

Certified Domestic Terrorism
A Certified Domestic Terrorism professional searches for
information to assist in dismantling lone wolves, extremists, or
networks in an effort to prevent or disrupt attacks on private,
commercial, or government activities. CDT professionals
investigate the history, motives, and tactics of domestic terrorist
and extremist groups within the United States to assess their
implications on national security.
* Federal investigator
*Private investigator
* State
* Special investigative Unitsinvestigator/detectives
Military
* City/county
* Tribal investigator
investigator/detectives
*Security
* Special Agent
*School Districts
* Prepare reports that detail
* Investigate organized crime,
investigation findings.
public corruption, financial
* Obtain and verify evidence crime, copyright infringement,
by interviewing and
civil rights violations, bank
observing suspects and
robbery, extortion, kidnapping,
witnesses or by analyzing
and other violations of federal or
records.
state statutes.
* Identify case issues and
* Record evidence and
evidence needed, based on
documents, using equipment
analysis of charges,
such as cameras and photocopy
complaints, or allegations of machines.
law violations.
Skills
Abilities
* Critical Thinking - 1
* Deductive Reasoning -2
* Active Listening -1
* Inductive Reasoning -2
* Complex Problem Solving * Oral Comprehension -2
-1
* Oral Expression -2
* Social Perceptiveness-3
* Problem Sensitivity-1
* Speaking -2
Law Enforcement Code of ethics
Ethical Standards
Policies and procedures
Confidentiality standards

Median Salary
$48,190 per year
Education
High school diploma or equivalent
2016 Jobs
41,400
2026 Jobs
45,000
Increase by 2020
+ 11%
Statistics obtained from Bureau of Labor Statistics.

